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1a. Decide secretary and agenda keeper
Akhlaq Malik
1b. How was your holiday
nice :)
2. Implementation Status:
a. Simulator
Same since the last time, but could add some small features for timing.
b. Database
No changes in the DB since the last time.
c. PortableBLL and DAL
Included feature for polling the sensor.
d. normal BLL and DAL
Changes in the PortableBLL cause some unforeseen bugs in the normal BLL for accessing the web service.
e. Mobile PL
updated the sensor views
f. Web PL
Activity page was added in the web application and all post are loading at once.
Search bar added, and a lot of minor changes was done to the already existing code
Boilerplate for the future feature were added.
g. Service
Calling the common DAL now.
h. Testing
Acceptance was added to Google Drive and the project file need to be committed in the repository. Unit
testing need some refactoring.
3. Documentation Status
a. Requirement Document
Two requirements for the API was added in the final document. Comments and reviews has been done in the
document.
b. Design Document
Graphical representation of the architecture was added according to the current status.

c. Acceptance Test Document
The document was added to Google Drive and was also been forwarding to the Supervisor.
The customer will check the test document to approve our work and therefore everybody should read the
document in order to pass the requirements.
d. Software Document
No changes since the last time and the contents should be included perhaps in the design document.
e. Final Document
Not started yet
f. Test Document
The content of the test document can be copied from the acceptance document and changed the text.
4. Problems to solve in the final weeks
Fetching the posts in the old BLL returns just human posts and in the new BLL it loads both types of posts.
5. Activities in the final weeks
Finalize the implementation as soon as possible and people who are not developing should focus on
documentation.
6. Final Presentation
A commercial video should be produced in order to show the benefit of the product.
7. Other Questions / Thoughts
Previous shifts feature is missing in the database although it’s stated in the requirement document. Robert
will add the previous shift feature.

